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Introduction
In order to comply with State and Federal Regulations, as well as attempting to anticipate our
lenders’ requirements, Company Name performs many basic quality control measures. As a
non-funding broker our wholesalers and investors double-checks our work at the time of
registration, submission, underwriting, pre-funding and post-funding. We do not wish to
duplicate those efforts, so focus our plan on the elements that we control.
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Section 1 - Application Quality Control
To insure that our applicants provide all of the documentation that our underwriters, lenders and
investors require, we have compiled a checklist of items that we request from each borrower.
We use this checklist to request information prior to application, but also to review the standard
documentation received to evaluate whether there is missing information.

Complete Application Process
The loan originator reviews all borrower documentation at the time the borrower submits it.
The Complete Application Checklist form is used for this purpose.
Notice of Incomplete Application
Information that is missing at the time of application must be recorded, and a copy provided to
the borrower, in order to comply with the Equal Credit Opportunity Act. There are numerous
formats for this. The Complete Application Checklist has been provided for this use.
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Complete Application Checklist Form

All required information
outstanding at the time the
customer submits an application
must be noted on the Complete
Application Checklist.

Figure 1 - The Complete Application Checklist is to be given to the applicant at the time the initial application is submitted and at each
additional request for information.
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Loan Application Process Flow
Step
Set Appointment

Responsible Party
Loan Officer

Prepare Applicant

Loan Officer

Obtain Property
Documentation

Realtor/Builder

Completely fill out
application form

Loan Officer

Set up File

Loan Officer

Management Quality Review
File Set Up

Sr. Loan
Officer/Manager
Set Up/Processing
or Loan Officer
Loan Officer

Follow up

Description and Timing
Preferably in Realtor’s Office. Invite Realtor to
attend. Never schedule appointments for someone’s
residence. No copier.
Preferable not to set appointment until applicant can
complete pre-application checklist. At a minimum
obtain income and assets documentation.
Provide Sales Contract, Copy of Listing and Earnest
Money Deposit Check. If Refinance, obtain deed,
survey, insurance
Collect all available documentation. Complete items
needed worksheet and all appropriate disclosures.
Concur on what items remain to be provided.
Within 24 hours – File is set up in prescribed order
and turned in for review-processing
Within 24 hours – File is reviewed to assure
adherence to guidelines and quality of application
Within 72 hours – Send Truth-in-Lending Disclosure.
By 5 p.m. of the day following application – report to
Realtor on the results of the application
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Computer Applications

Applications taken over the computer must still be noted for items missing at the time of
application. In the case of SOFTWARE, under the heading of "Tracking", pull down the menu
and select conditions. Here you enter all of the items needed to complete the application.
Doing this allows the information missing to be viewed by future users and processors, and
allows the documentation to be printed from the system.
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Section 3 - Production (Pre-Funding) Quality Control Review Elements
Quality Control Review
In order to ensure that complete files are being delivered to the underwriter without substantial
omissions, and to ensure that we meet the requirements of pre-closing/pre-funding quality
control requirements of investors and agencies, Company Name has a complete origination to
closing quality control review system.
Production Review Elements – Checklist System
Origination review verifies that applications are taken in compliance with underwriting
guidelines and Federal laws. Processing review verifies that all exhibits have been assembled in
reviewed prior to submission to underwriting. Pre-Closing reviews ensure that final checks reverify that items have been completed a maximum of 10 days prior to the closing date. These
are parts of the “production process” quality control review. We update these checklists with
changes in industry guidelines and feedback from issues in underwriting, closing, delivery and in
the post-closing audit process. The checklists are reviewed in detail on each transaction and
deficiencies are addressed in the file or the file is suspended for completion.
These checklists have been compiled with rigorous detail to agency requirements. We provide
samples of these documents in line with this document, but the most current form is always in
use in our offices.
Validation of Borrower’s Social Security Number
We utilize various borrower identity verification services as part of our pre-funding fraud
prevention program. The government’s Social Security Number Verification Service has
prohibited the use of the SSNVS for identity verification purposes for lenders in the processing
or verification of applications. This constricts our ability to quickly verify this data in our fraud
prevention process. To alleviate this we may use validation services:
SAFESCAN
This has limited utility in that it only verifies that this is a valid social security number, state and
date of issue, and whether the holder is deceased. We utilize this as part of a red-flag process. If
there are substantial red-flags on the file, we will request a direct validation of the number
utilizing form SSA-89.
If the SSN verification is successfully performed as part of the pre-funding audit, it does not
have to be re-verified in the post-closing audit. If it is not, we will request verification as part of
the post funding review.

Section 4 - Basic Underwriting Submission Process
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All recent increases in the bank accounts, as verified on a bank statement or VOD, must be explained.
Sources of closings funds such as gifts, sale of assets, and stock liquidation must be verified with a
"paper trail". The source of the funds (gift letter and copy of check) and the receipt of funds (copy of
deposit slip and verified new balance) must be documented.
APPRAISAL
Ordered by a party to the transaction (seller, buyer, broker, etc.)
Comps are not verified as recorded or submitted by potentially biased party (seller, real estate broker)
Tenant shown to be contact on owner-occupied property
Income approach not used on tenant-occupied SFR
Appraiser uses FNMA number as sole credential (discontinued program)
Market approach substantially exceeds replacement cost approach
"For Sale" sign on the photos of the subject (in refinance loans)
HUD-1 or grant deed on original purchase is less than two years old (for refinance loans)
TITLE REPORT
Income tax or similar liens against borrower on refinances
Delinquent property taxes
Notice of default recorded
Seller not on title (double escrow)
Modification agreement on existing loan (s)
Seller owned property for a short time with cash-out on the sale
Buyer has preexisting financial interest in property
ESCROW INSTRUCTIONS
Cash paid outside of escrow to seller
Down payment paid into escrow upon opening
Reference to another (double) escrow.
Related parties involved in the transaction
Unusual credits with no economic substance (see HUD-1 settlement statement)
Right of assignment (who is the actual borrower?)
Power of attorney used (why can’t borrower execute document?)
Business entity acting as the seller may be controlled or related to borrower
Change of sales price to "fit" the appraisal
No amendments to escrow
"Fill in the blank" escrow instructions
Purchase not subject to inspection
Unusual amendments to the original transaction
Demands paid off to undisclosed third parties (potential obligation)
No real estate commission (possibly related parties)
Actual settlement charges exceed "Good Faith Estimate" by 10%
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USA PATRIOT Act Compliance – Customer Identification
The USA PATRIOT Act requirements are incorporated into our AML/BSA compliance policies
and procedures. As part of our day-to-day business we comply with the PATRIOT Act by
insuring that we positively identify each of our customers when they initiate an application with
us.
Minimum Information Required
At a minimum, Company Name obtains the following identifying information from each
customer before opening the account:





Name
Date of birth for individuals
Address
Identification number

We utilize normally acceptable standards for reviewing photographic documentation that we
expect all customers to provide:


an unexpired government-issued form of identification – including evidence of a customer’s
nationality or residence and bear a photograph such as a driver’s license or passport.

If the loan process reveals fraud red flags associated with the customer, we may request
additional identification verification
Disbarred Participants and Watch Lists
In addition to standard verification, if circumstances warrant, we also compare our customers
against government watch lists, such as LDP, OFAC and others, as part of our production quality
control plan.
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HMO for supplying the goods.
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SAR Reporting
SAR Reporting Workflow
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1 declined loan file
1 closed/withdrawn prospect file

The purpose of this review is to ascertain whether the correct procedures for closing, reconciling
and withdrawing loan files is being followed. Any deficiencies are reported to management for
process correction.
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